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About Us
Scaffolding Supplies Limited provide a professional service,
supplying and delivering all the materials required to scaffold any
project, from DIY to self build and trade contracts.

For people planning self build projects, whether it be an extension
or a full house build, we offer easy to construct scaffold systems
and are happy to advise on their use. You submit your plans, we
calculate exactly how much equipment is required to safely
complete the project, an itemised quotation is issued and on
delivery we will provide you with a colour coded plan of ‘what goes
where’, along with an erection guide.

With over 25 years in the construction industry supplying
scaffolding and access related equipment, we pride ourselves on
our ability to locate any scaffold or access related item. We carry
large stocks of most items and our full range can be found on our
website, but if in doubt, please just give us a call.

Unique Delivery Service

We are based in Grimsby on the East Coast of England, an ideal
location for deliveries throughout the UK and worldwide. We deliver
using our own vehicles, which range from 44 Ton HGV with forklift
off-load facility, to small vehicles capable of reaching locations with
restricted access. We offer the same unique service to European
locations and have regular deliveries to France. A full export
service, loading containers at our premises for shipping to
worldwide destinations, is also available.

Tel: 0800 5420 650   Web: www.scaffoldingsupplies.co.uk
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Conventional Scaffolding
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Conventional scaffolding equipment consists of tubes, boards and fittings,
which are utilised to create a structure to allow workers to construct, renovate
or repair a building.  It is used to form an independent scaffold of virtually any
shape or size. Longer lengths of tube are used to form the standards and
ledgers, whilst 1.5m lengths form the board bearing transoms.  The various
types of scaffold fittings are used to from the joints. Scaffold boards must be
supported every 1.2m along their length and the whole structure is then tied
into the building using either ties or tube braces etc.

Conventional scaffolding is usually only erected by qualified scaffolders
and we would recommend that only someone who is competent should
use this equipment.

For our full range visit our website
www.scaffoldingsupplies.co.uk



Kwikstage Scaffolding
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Kwikstage is manufactured to the same high standards as conventional
scaffolding and can be erected to any combination of platform height and
length, subject to correct erection procedure.

Kwikstage, is a painted, grid based scaffold system, which is quick and simple
to erect. Adjustable screw jacks are used to create a level structure.  Ledgers
and transoms have captivated wedges, which when hammered into the “V”
pressings on the standards, form a rigid joint.

Battens are placed between transoms to give a clear span bay. Narrow
transoms are available for tight, hard to access areas. Diagonal braces are fitted
to the outside of the scaffold to stop any lateral movement. 

We stock a full range of kwikstage equipment, both new and used, details and
prices are shown on our website. www.scaffoldingsupplies.co.uk



Scaflok Scaffolding
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Scaflok is fully compatible with SGB Cuplok, both of which are a similar type of
system scaffold to Kwikstage. Scaflok is a galvanised metric scaffold system,
based around 2.5m and 1.8m bays, with a depth of 1.3m. Unlike Kwikstage,
Scaflok can be used with either standard conventional scaffold boards and
intermediate transoms, or Omega battens and Omega transoms, the latter
being the most common for construction companies and self builders.
Standards have a ‘cup’ arrangement, into which the ledger blade is located, the
ledgers / transoms are then secured in place with a single twist action.

A full range of accessories are available for Scaflok, from stage brackets and
return devices, to loading bay transoms and bridging ledgers.

Scaflok is used by builders that want to leave an impression. The galvanised
finish protects the equipment and maintains its new appearance.  We stock a
full range of accessories, details and prices are shown on our website.
www.scaffoldingsupplies.co.uk
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Ancillaries

Scaffolders Tool Kit
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Most ancillaries and accessories are available
to purchase via our website and are usually
despatched for next day delivery.

Access Trapdoor

Builders Trestles Size: 1,2 and 3

We stock a full range of scaffolding ancillaries, from ladders and brick
guards to acrow props and builders trestles. Scaffold tools, from belts and
tool holders to top of the range titanium spanners.

We also stock debris netting and plastic sheeting, flameproof or standard.

We carry a huge stock of tube clamps which are ideal for constructing
handrails etc., these clamps easily connect standard scaffold tube together
by use of an allen key.



‘‘Dear Scaffolding Supplies

Just  to let you know that my order arrived this
morning, as promised.

Thanks again for the kind of efficient, friendly and
professional service that one can only expect from a
family run firm.

Exactly as described on the website.

Kind regards
Mark Caldwell

’’

‘‘On behalf of Cutty Sark Enterprises Ltd I’d like to
thank you for the impeccable service you have
provided over the last 3 years.

All our requirements have been met efficiently and
delivered the very next day.

I would highly recommend using Scaffolding Supplies,
especially if you want 1st class friendly customer
service along with competitive prices.

I’d like to personally thank Jenny who has insured our
needs are fulfilled during busy times in a highly
professional and efficient manner

Alan Elson. ’’
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Tel: 0800 5420 650
Fax: 01472 501022
Web: www.scaffoldingsupplies.co.uk
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